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Breaking
News!

After Dumping Scott

Botox seems to have
smoothed Nicole’s crow’sfeet and the “11s between
her brows,” notes Houston
surgeon Dr. Mirwat Sami.
“But her eyelids look heavy.”
An upper eyelid lift would
add about $8K to her
beauty bill.

BACHELORETTE BRIDE

OH NO...
KOURTNEY’S
PREGNANT!

Kaitlyn’s Fab
Wedding Details

SKIN

JESSICA & NICOLE

Babies to Save
Their Marriages

With her ginger
hair and fair skin,
Nicole wisely shuns the
sun and its skin-ravaging
rays. However, docs say laser
resurfacing [$3K] has likely
helped her complexion
look brighter and
firmer now.

INSIDE THE MASSIVE LEGAL BATTLE

2001
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f you’re surprised that Nicole Kidman is just a little over a year away
from hitting the big 5-0, it’s understandable. The Oscar winner appears to have invested heavily to
turn back time — and to do it well.
In 2013, Nic admitted she’d dab-
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Hello,
Sunshine!

LOOK SWEET
IN LEMON
YELLOW

SAY AFTER

CHEEKS
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• Family war as Kris urges her to take back Scott
• Kim & Khloé: We’ll help you raise all four

67%

JAW

BEFORE OR AFTER
LIP INJECTIONS?

“Apparent fillers
in her midface [$3K]
have provided fullness
and a lift,” says Dr. Sami,
who does not call Nic a
patient. “They’ve also
diminished deep lines
between her nose
and mouth.”

Courtney Stodden
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Runaway
dad

The Man’s View

“The likely fillers
around Nicole’s mouth
look very good,” observes
Philadelphia plastic surgeon
Dr. Lyle Back, who suspects
the actress’ tight jawline and
smooth neck came courtesy
of a mini-face-lift [up
to $20,000].

Nicole’s Youthful Redo
bled in Botox, but hated the frozen
effect it had on her face. Since then,
according to our experts, she’s seemingly been chasing perfection. “Nicole eventually got Botox done right,
and looked much better,” notes Philadelphia plastic surgeon Dr. Lyle

Back, who hasn’t treated the star.
“Now, however, she’s just not getting enough Botox [at $2K a year].
With a little more in key spots, her
eyes would look more open and rested.” While Nicole has previously denied going under the knife,

Dr. Back believes the actress has reduced sagging elsewhere (such as in
the cheeks, jawline and neck) with
help from a mini-face-lift as well as
dermal fillers injected into the midface. And as for that enviable porcelain complexion? Dr. Back credits the

From a DD boob job to hair
extensions, the onetime teen
bride is clearly into artificial
enhancements. Her latest pride
and joy? The 20-year-old
has tweeted that she loves her
newly injected “lippie,” aka
pillowy pout — likely the result of
Juvéderm or Restylane [$1,000
a pop]. And guys approve, saying
Courtney’s smacker is much sexier
than it was in 2011 (left).

MIRACLE
IN A BOTTLE

NOW

wonders of light-based treatments.
Overall, he gives two thumbs up to
Nicole’s stay-young efforts: “Her
recognizability has been preserved
while keeping her looks up to speed,”
observes Dr. Back. “That’s good cosmetic surgery, in my book.”

BANISH TECH NECK!

Being glued to your smartphone
can cause dreaded sagging and
wrinkling known as Tech Neck.
But this cream helps dial back
damage: It contains an elasticityboosting caffeine blend so
delicate skin can recover after
repeated bending.
Senté Neck Firming Cream,
$102, sentelabs.com
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